
Recommended EVP Recording Equipment 
 
IC = Integrated Circuit. An integrated circuit (IC), sometimes called a chip or microchip, is a semiconductor wafer on which 
thousands or millions of tiny resistors, capacitors, and transistors are fabricated. An IC can function as an amplifier, 
oscillator, timer, counter, computer memory, or microprocessor. A particular IC is categorized as either linear (analog) or 
digital, depending on its intended application. 

 
 

Panasonic DR-60 
 

Panasonic QR-80 RCA-RP5012 Olympus DW-90 Sony ICD-B7or B17 

   

 

 

 

We recommend the following: 

 IC digital recorders because of their normal production of white noise when recording. 

 

 Most of the older version are better then the clearer newer ones; however, messages can be 
recorded on either one. 

 

 Set the recorder for the longest record time, in this way it has the lowest sampling rate and 
hence the nosiest settings, great for EVP recording. 

 

 External microphones can be used on some of these recorders, but we do not recommended 
because it will divert some of the white noise. 

 

 

 Be very sensitive to the movement of the recorder when recording.  They pick up almost 
everything in the environment.  (breathing, wind, clicking of unit movement, etc.) 

 



Following are some of my  findings :  

        It  takes time for an initial contact to establish. Communication becomes regular and 
spontaneous, once contact is established. This is some thing like tunning a wide band 
radio and once you can tune a desired station, you can tune it in future, more easily and 
quickly. However, extent of desire to communicate is very important to achieve 
success. You need to talk to them as if you can see them seating or standing before 
you. Speak to them normally and with due respect.  

        The type of signal from Souls is neither electro-magnetic, nor sound wave in nature 
but some thing which DR60 can sense and record. Souls can listen to human mind and 
understand human talks from remote distance and can send their reply straight to your 
recorder. 

        Sticking to a particular time for regular communication is important for  success. 

        Souls need to be given small time slot like 30 sec to 1 minute for delivering their 
messages, as they need lot of their energy to record their thoughts in our tape-recorder  

        Many souls contribute word and syllable to generate a long sentence. 

        DR60 has a voice activated switch and my collected EVP time is always one third in 
length of the allocated time for recording. Thus if I allocated 60 seconds time for their 
answer, I got only 20 sec long speech.  

        Message from younger souls are faster and of higher pitch than that of older souls. 

        I  did not find any measurable shift in ambient temperature and surround 
electromagnetic signal during EVP recording. 

        For some spiritually developed soul, it is painful to contribute EVP every night.  
Keeping this point in mind, I did not ask them to contribute every night and kept 
Saturday and Sunday as rest day for them and catch up time for me. 

        There are many wicked and spiritually under developed Souls around , who will play 
tricks on you and try to control you. If you don’t listen to them, they will be first angry 
with you and finally they will leave you.  

        Young or unborn babies who went to the other side and did not get a chance to have 
earth life, remain under care of their relatives on the other side. Babies grow over the time 
in a way they would have grown in earth life. Their growth of voice and personality is 
similar to that of earthly growth.  

        All spiritually under developed souls have to reborn to have a new experience in his 
next life. Normally they come back to their own family descendents. 



        Souls also argue and abuse among themselves in a similar way they used to do in 
their earth life. 

        Souls like to reside in dead tree and in unclaimed old property or cemetery.   They 
don’t like noise, human presence, light and happy to be in an isolated place and prefer 
night than day. 

        These undeveloped souls are afraid of the presence of picture of Holly Saints and 
Holly items and will never enter your room if you have such things in your room. This is 
the weakness of evil spirits and we should use it to our advantage to protect us from 
them. We should keep a holly stuff with us all the time. 

        All friends and relatives on the other side meet and chat regularly among themselves 
the same way they used to do in their earth life. 

        They have same day and night feeling like human, can distinguish different colours 
and can visualise every thing we do using our eye. 

        They can read our hand writing and that’s why I used to write down all the questions 
of my evening session in clean white paper and hang them from room wall at least 3 to 4 
hours before the actual EVP session. 

        They remain hungry as they cannot touch anything which has not been offered to 
them by somebody willingly. In this respect the annual celebration of souls which exist in 
Far-East countries and annual visit to cemetery with offering is comforting to them. 

        They can understand many languages but can keep messages in their known 
language only. 

        They don’t lie and keep silent if they don’t like to answer some questions or if simply 
they don’t know the answer. 

        Under developed souls can not see future. This is the job of spiritually developed 
souls but they will not say some thing which can affect the future happening of related 
thing. 

        Souls can easily manipulate a computer sound file while it is being down loaded from 
internet to convey any message they want to convey you.  

 


